Susan Stein Shiva Theater
Offense list and fines

• Flats or platforms taken apart or modified without permission: $20 and cost of replacement

• Failure to attend a mandatory meeting/failure to contact a staff member in advance about your absence: $25

• Light board left on: $25

• Sound equipment left on: $25

• Light board or soundboard left uncovered: $25

• Failure to return the theater keys to CRC within 24 hours: $25 initially, $15 per each subsequent hour.

• Failure to inform TD and/or manager of any changes to plots/dates/times of show: $25

• Light/Set plot turned in late: $25

• Paint washed down any of the theater’s sinks: $25

• Exit blocked: $50

• Smoking ANYWHERE in the theater: $50

• Failure to have two representatives at riser set-up: $50 and no risers will be set up.

• Failure to have two representatives at riser take-down: $75

• Theater left unlocked (doors and/or windows): $75

• Incomplete strike: $100 for initial offense, $50 per 24-hour period thereafter

• Food or drink anywhere in the booth: $100 and expulsion from booth for semester

The manager may also fine at her discretion in unusual circumstances where the safety of a person or the theater is jeopardized.

If you are unsure about something, ASK.

Please Note: If your group is unable to finish your strike by 3pm on Sunday, it will be considered a late strike and fined accordingly. However, in extenuating circumstances, permission for a late strike may be granted by the Shiva Staff.